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The G-optimal first order (weighing) design with k factor,s and N observations is examined. 
It is shown that for N =- 1 (rood 4), k < N - 1, the G- 0ritual design is also D-optimal, whenever 
a Hadamard matrix of order N-  I exists. The same is true for the saturated esigns with 
N=5, 13,25 It is also shown that for N----2 (rood4) the G-optimal design is obtained by 
adjoining t~o runs. coinciding in exactly one position, to an orthogonal design with N- 2 
observations 
1. lnla'oduction 
Most of the work on optimal designs has been conceutrated on continuous 
designs atisfying a criterion, with some convexity property, such as D-optimality.  
Certain algorithms have been successfully developed converging to the optimal 
design from which we obtain a 'good'  N-observation design. If N i,.i large this 
design can approximate satisfactorily the optimal one, however when N is small 
the approximation is not always satisfactory. Furthermore there are so many local 
optima that the computer algorithms do not guarantee the global optimality. 
Therefore the study of optimal discrete designs has practical a~,ld theoretical 
importance. 
In this paper we examine G optimal discrete 2 k designs. In G-opt imal i ty we 
minimize the maximum variance of the estimated response surface. 
To be more specific, consider the l inear model: 
y,=Oo+Olxt,+O2x2,+.. .+Okxk,+e,~O'.x,+e,,  i= l  . . . . .  N (1) 
where x,j = ±1, O' = (00, 0t . . . . .  Ok) is the vector of k + 1 unknown parameters and 
(et . . . . .  eN) '= e are the uncorrelated random errors with mean 0 and variance ~r 2. 
The parameters Ot, 02 . . . . .  Ok are the main effects and Oo is the general mean. 
This represents an N-observat ion,  first order or main effects design with k factors, 
each at two levels. It is also called a desigr~ of resolution II I ,  when all main effects 
are estimable and all higher order interactions are negligible. Model (1) also 
represents a weighing design. 
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The (k+l )xN array 
R= Xll Xl2 "'XIN =(Xl, X2 . . . . .  X~)= R~ 
\ xk ,  xk2 " " x~ I \R~/  
where x, is the (k + 1) x 1 vector of the ith observation, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  N, and R, is 
the N x 1 vector of the ith factor, is called ek.N design and the (k + 1)x(k + 1) 
matrix Mk,~ :
N 
= RR'= Y. x:, 
i= l  
is the information matrix of the design ek.s. 
If 00, 0~, 02 . . . . .  0k are the least squares estimates of the parameters, then the 
design e*N minimizing the maximum variance of the response sl~r~ace estimate 
=~o+~l / ,+ ' ' '+0k /=/ ' '0  w i th~=+l  
is called an G-optimal design 
Most of the work on discrete optimal designs has been concentrated on 
D-optimality [5, 3] and very little is known about G-optimal discrete designs. Of 
course in the con~tinuous case, D-optimal designs are G-opt~nlai but in the 
discrete setting D-optimality is not equivalent to G-optimality. The only known 
result is when N-0  (mod 4), in that case the continuous and d~st:,'te D- and 
G-optimal designs coincide and are constructed by taking any k + ,, rows of a 
N×N Hadamard raatrix HN. Such Hadamard matrices are kr~owa for many 
values of N [2]. 
In this paper we prove: 
(i) If N--1 (mod 4), k <N-1 ,  the G-optimal design ek.N is constructed by 
adjoining any run to an orthogonal ek.s-~ design. The saturated G-optimal 
designs N= 5, 13, 25, k = N-1  are also given. The above desig, ns are also 
D-optimal [1, 7, 6]. 
(ii) If N -2(mod, ; ) ,  k<N-2 ,  the G-optimal ek,N design is constructed by 
adjoining two runs, coinciding in exactly one position, to an orthogonal ek.~-2 
design. The G-optimal designs for N=6,  14,26 and k =N-2  are also given. 
These designs are no~t D-optimal. 
2. G ~optinmlity 
The design ek.N is called G-optimal, if it minimizes the maximum variance of 
the estimated response surface, i.e. if it minimizes the max f 'M- l f ,  where f= 
([o . . . . .  fk)' is a (k+l )x l  vector of +1. Notice that f 'M-~f=( - f )~M- l ( - f ) ,  
hence we can always take :~ = + 1. G-optimal designs generated by the (k-~ 1)x N 
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array R are invariant under a permutation of the rows of R or under multiplication 
of any row by -1 .  This is equivalent to the permutation or change of signs of the 
corresponding rows and columns of the information matrix M = RR'.  Let ~0~k be 
the equivalence class generated by a given (k + 1) × (k + 1) information matrix/V/. 
It is known that when N-0  (mod 4) and 0' is the 1.s. estimator of O' we have 
max(var 0'f) = or 2 max f 'M- I f  ~ 0 -2 k + 1 
f ~ N 
and that the orthogonal designs alaain this lower bound. As a matter of fact the 
orthogonal designs have the same maximum variance ,.r2(k + DIN all over ',he 
estimated response surface. 
In the following we shall examine the cases N ~-- 1 (rood 4) and N- -  2 (mod 4). 
The case N = 3 (rood 4) is not treated in this paper. 
2.1. N---- 1 (mod 4) 
Theorem 1. l[ N--- 1 (rood 2), then 
k+l  
(i) max f 'M- t f>~N_ 1 if k is odd, 
k+l  1 
(ii) maxf 'M- t f>~N_ 1 (N- -1) (N+k)  i lk  iseven. 
lg~t~|. It is shown in Theorem A1 of the Appendix that for every information 
matrix of a ek,N design there exists at least one Me ~k such that 
~o'Mq~ <~ q~'((N- 1)lk+ I+ Ju~ t)~o (2) 
where q~ = (~%, ~01 . . . . .  <0k), ~o2~ = 1 -a ,  ~o2,+1 = -1  - a and 0 <~ a <~ 2/k. 
Thus there exists a M ~9~k sach that 
• -t )2  
f,M-~f>~ ~ q~J- >~ (r~) 2 
~o'M~ ~o'((N--1)lk+t + J,,+l)~o 
and by setting ~ = sign ~o, in the right hand side we have: 
max f 'M- I [  >! I¢, N -  1)~o'¢ + (~o'e)2). 
f t=  
If k is odd, set a=0,  i.e., ¢2,=1, ~2,+~=-1, then ~0 '¢=k+l ,  ~o'e =0, and 
Y,%o I,~+1-- k + 1 implies 
. . . .  l~>+(k +1) 
max/ re /  I~( -~ '_~.  
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If k is even, set a = 1/(N+ k), i.e. ¢2, = 1 -  I / (N+ k), q~2i+l = -1 -  lI(N-4 k), then 
( ~ lk )2)  N+k2 k+l  ¢'¢ =(k+l )  I+(N + q~'e = 1 - - -~  
' N+k " 
k 1 
Y I~,l-- k+ l -~ 
"" N +k " I = I )  
Thus 
(k+l -N~.k f  k+l  
max f 'M- ' f  (N -  1)( (k + 1 / -  ~---~--~) =N-1  (N -  1)(N + k ) 
Theorem 2. If N-= l (mod 4) and k <- N-- 2, the G-optimal ek,N design is con- 
structed by adjoining any run to an orthogonal ek.r~-~ design~ 
Proof. If M = (N-  1)Ik+~ is the information matrix of an orthogonal ek,,~-~ design 
R, then by adjoining any run xN we take the ek.N design /~ =(R[xn)  with 
information matrix 
_- + , /V/ (N--1)Ik+l XX 
=>M_,= 1 [ 1 ] 
N-1  lk+l N+k XX' 
~r l~ l_ , f _k  +1 (f'x) 2 
N- I  (N -1) (N+k)  
::> max f'IC4-tf = t N -  1 
k+l  1 
I .~--1 (N-  1)(N+ k) 
if k odd. 
if k even, 
which is a attained by taking f such that 
(i) f'x--O, which is always possible for k odd, 
(ii) f'x = :i: 1, ,,~hich is always possible for k even. 
!qence the above designs atta~nirg the lower bounds of the previous theorem are 
G-optimal. 
If k = N-  1 we have a saturated esign and for N = 5, 13, 25 saturated esigns 
have been constructed [1, 7, 6] for which M = RR'= (N-  DIN +JN- Then 
N 1 
max f 'M if = 
r N -1  (N-1)(2N--1)  
which is the lower bound established in Theorem 2. 
If k - -N - I  and N=I  (mod4) with N~2s(s+l )+ l  (s integer), then there 
exists no information matrix of the form M=(N-1) IN+JN.  In this case the 
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G-optimal saturated design has an information matrix with some element 
n~j ~ ±1, because if [n~l = 1, there is a G-equivalent design with an information 
matrix of the above form. So for N=9, 17, 21,29 . . . .  the saturated G-optimal 
designs are not known yet. 
2.2. N--  2 (mod 4) 
Theorem 3. If N :~ 2 (mod 4), then 
k 1 
(il max ~__f'M-~f >-~N-~_ 2 +)~ if k even, 
2 
(ii) max f'M-'f>~ q ilk odd. (N-2)(N+2k-2) T 
1Proot. There exists M~Rk having the form [4] 
where the elements of M1, M2 are 2 (mod4), and the elements of M~2 ale 0 
(mod 4). 
If /~/~ is r x r, then from Lemma A2 of the Appendix we can write: 
f 'M- ' f~f 'M~' f+f 'M2t f .  
Now Mx = 2/~/1, M2 = 2~'/2 where 
Hence 
~fi,, = ½N, ~,, = ½N, rfi,, ---- 1 (mod 2), r~,, ---= 1 (mod 2), i ~ j. 
¢'M;7 = ½ ?'M;'L 
Apply now Theorem 1, i.e. there exist /~/~,/~/2 such that: 
f,M_{,f>~I 2N~r2 if r is even ( r - I  odd), 
4 if r is odd, 
I N-L-2 (N-  2)(N + 2( r -  1)) 
~2(k___~+ l z rA 
12(k + 1 - r) 
(  -5-2 (N -  2)(N + 2(k - r)) 
if k -  r is odd, 
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There are now four cases: 
(i) k even, r odd, then 
r 2 k+l - r  
f 'M- I f>~N-2  (N-2) (N+2(r -1 ) )  ~ N-----~ 
k+l  2 
N-2  (N-2) (N+2(r -  1)) 
k+ l  2 k 1 
>~N-2  (N-  2)N = N"---2 +N"  
(ii) k even, r even, then 
r k+l - r  2 k 1 
f M f~-~_~÷ N-2  (N-2) (N+2(k - r ) )~-~"2+-N"  
(iii) k odd, r odd, then 
r 2 k+l - r  2 
f 'M- ' f>~N-2  (N-2) (N+2(r -  1)) + N------~ (N-2) (N+2(k - r ) )  
k+l  4 (N+k-  1) 




N (N-2) (N+2k-2)"  
(iv) k odd, r even, then 
r k+l - r  k+l  k+l  
f 'M- t f>~- -+ = = 
N-E  N-E  n -2  
k 1 2 
>~1Q'±2 ~ N (N-2) (N+2k-2)"  
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4. If N-2  (mod 4) and k < N-2 ,  the G-optimal ek,N design is con- 
struczed by adjoining to an orthogonai ek.N-2 design two runs which coincide in 
exactl'y one position. 
Proof. If M = (N-2) lk  + ~ is the information matrix of an orthogonall ek.N_ 2 design 
R and x = (Xo, xt . . . . .  Xk)', y -= (Yo, Yl . . . . . .  Yk)' with xo = yo = !, x, = 1, y, = -1 ,  
i >I 1, are the two runs, then the ek.N design/~ = (R Ixl Y) has information matrix 
(N o) M=O MI 
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with M~ = (N-2) Ik  + 2./k and O a matrix of zeros. Now 
M'(t=NI_2(I~ 2 /k) 
N+2(k -  1) 
and 
By taking 
{~ i fk i seven ,  
~l  if k is odd, 
we see that the lower bounds established in the previous theorem are attained. 
We should remark here that if N - -2  (mod 4) the D-optimal ek.N design has 
information matrix 
with 
{ M~ = M 2 = (N ' -  2)/, + 2./,, r = ½(k + 1), k odd, 
Ml =(N-2)/'+2Jr, M2=(N-2)/,+I+2J,+1, r=X2k, k even 
(see [3] and [4]). In this case the G-optimal are different from the D-optimal 
designs. 
The cases not covered, here are: N---2 (mod 4), k = N-2 .  k = N-  1 (saturated 
designs). 
If k=N-2  and /~=(R Ix), waere R is (N -1)x (N-1) ,  is the G-optimal 
design, then RR'=(N-2)It~-I+IN_1. For N=6,  14, 26 such (N- l )x (N-1)  
arrays R have been constructed [1, 7, 6], all other cases are open for investigation. 
Therefore, for the following cases, the G-optimal designs are not known yet: 
(i) N -  2 (rood 4), k = N-  1, 
(ii) N----2(mod4), k=N-2 ,  N~6,  14, 26. 
APll~udix 
Let ~IRk ~e the class of matrices generated by a given (k + 1)× (k + 1) informa- 
tion matrix ,~7/= (rh,j), i, j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k, under permutation of rows and corres- 
ponding columns or their multiplication by - l .  
If f = (/0 . . . . .  tk)' with ~ = ±1, then the quantity maxfrM-lf is invariant for all 
We can always take Imk-~.kl =max~¢j Im.~l and also mk-Lk = mk.k-130, other- 
wise we can multiply the last row and column of M by -1.  
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'We use the notat ion : / ,  for the r x r unit raatrix, J, for the r x r matrix of l 's ,  e 
for a vector of l 's ,  O for a matrix of O"s. 
Lem~na A1. I[  (i) Me ~ with 
m.=N,  i=0 ,  1 , . . . , k ,  
(ii) ~ =(@o, ~o~ . . . . .  q~k) with 
~o2, = l -a ,  ~o2,, 1=-1-  a, 
then there exists M ~ ~3~k sv ~h that 
~'M~ ~< ~o'((N-- 1)I~+~ +J~+t)~o. 
Equality holds only ~f M= ( N - 1) Ik~ ~ + J~ + ~. 
rr~, = :~.1, l=~]. 
i=0 ,1  . . . .  and O<~a~2/k ,a<l ,  
(A1) 
ProoL For k = 0, k = 1 relation (A1) is satisfied with the equality sign. 
For k = 2, either there exists Me ~z  such that M = (N-  1)/3 +./3 or there exists 
M e~ of the form 
M= N 
In the last case we have 
q~'Mq~ = ~o'((N- 1)Is + J3),~o-4~Ooq~2 < ~o'((N- 1)I~. + J3)~o, 
because -4~oo~o2 = - 4(1 - a) 2 < 0. 
If k>~3, then for ~, given ~0~, either there exists ~; t~k  of th~ form M= 
(N-1) Ik+l  +Jk+i or there exists Meek  of the form 
M ~ u N 1 
=|  v' 1 N 
w' -1  l 
where Mk--3 is I~k -2 )×(k -2)  and u, v, w are (k -2 )x  1 vectors of ± l ' s .  In the 
first case (A1) is satisfied with the equaTdty sign, so the interest rests in the second 
case. The proof is done by induction. 
Suppose that (A1) is valid for k -3 :  we shall show that it is valid for k. 
Let g = (~0o, ~o~ . . . .  ~k-~)', h = (~0k--~, 0k-t, ~0k)' ~',ad assume that 
f'M~ 3g~g' ( (N-  l)lk_z+Jk..z)g. 
We may also take g'(u~ok-2+ V~Ok-t + WtCk)<---O, otherwise change the signs of the 
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last three rows and columns of M. Thus 
q~'Mq~  g 'Mk-ag  + h'((N- 1)I3+J3)h - 49k-2q~k 
g ' ( (N-  1)I~-2 4- Jk-2)g + h'((N- 1)I3 + J3)h - 4q)k-2q)k 
= ~p' ( (N-  1)/k+~ "4- Jk+ 0e  - 2g' (e  e e)h -4#~k-2~,. 
I f  k is odd:  ~pk_2= q~k =- l -a ,  q~k_l = 1 -a  and g 'e= 1 - (k -2 )a ,  then 
- -2g'(e e e)h - 4~ok-2~ = -2 ( (k  - 3)a(1 + 3a)  + (1 + 2a + 5a2)) < 0, 
If k is even: q)k = ~%-2 = 1 -- a, q~k-~ = --1 -- a, g'e = - (k - 2)a, then 
-2g ' (e  e e)h - 4~k-2q~k = -2(2aa(k  - 2) + (1 - a ) (2 -  ka)) < O. 
Therefore  (A1) is always val id and equal i ty  holds orfly if M= (N-1) Ik+t  +Jk+J. 
T~eorem A1. If (i) M ~ ~k with 
m,,=N, i=0 ,1  . . . . . .  k, m,=l (mod2) ,  i#], 
(ii) ~0 = (q%, q~t . . . . .  tck) with 
q~z,=l -a ,  q~z ,+t=- l -a ,  i=0 ,1  . . . . .  0~<,a~2/k ,  a<l ,  
then, there xists M ~ ~Rk such that 
tp'Mt# ~ qg ' [ (N-  1)lk+, + Jt~+,]q~ (A3) 
v, i',h equality only if there xists M e ~J'~k such that M= (N- 1)Ik~ ~+J~+~- 
l l~ool.  Note  that for k=0,  M=(N-1)I~+J~=(N) and that for k=l  we may 
write 




~o'Mq: = N(~o2o + ~o~) +2m~Oo~Ol ~< N(~o2o + ~)  + 2~Oo~O, 
= ~o'[(N-  1)f~ + S2],P, 
because ~Oo~O, =(1  -a ) ( -1  -a )= a z -  1 <0.  Equal i ty  holds only if m = 1. 
Suppose now that (A3) is valid for k -2 ,  we shall show that it is valid for k. 
Wr i te  g = (~Oo, 91 . . . .  , ~0k-2)' and 
M=~ u N 
1) t m 
where u, v are (k - 1) x 1 vectors. We may take m = max,¢j Im~tl > 1 (s i -ce we 
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have already examined tile case m = 1 in Lemma 1) and, by assumption 
g'Mk-2g '~ g ' ( (N-  l ) Ik - i  + Jk-1)g. 
We may also assume that g ' (uq~_~+v~k)~0,  otherwise change the signs of the 
last two rows and columns of M. Hence 
q~'Mq~ g'Mk-2g + N(¢~_~ + ~o~) +2m¢~-~q~k 
g ' [ (N-  1)Ik-i + Jk- , ]g  + N(q~_~ + q~) + 2¢k-lq~k + 2(m - 'i)q~k-lq~k 
= ¢ ' [ (N-  l)lk+ l + Jk+l]¢ -- 2g'e(q~k-1 + Ck) + 2(m - 1)q~k-tq~k 
s~nce ¢~_~¢~ <0,  m >~3. 
For k odd we have ¢~ =- I -a ,  ¢pk_~= 1-a  
g'e = - (k -  1)a, q~k¢~_~ = a2-- 1 <0,  ¢~ +¢k_~ =- -2a .  
T~'. 9n 
-2g'e(tp~_~ + ¢~) + 4q~k-~CP~ = -4 (k  - 1 )a2-  4(1 - a 2) <0.  
For k even we have: 
¢p~ = I -a ,  ¢~_~ =- l -a ,  g'e = l -¢k -1 )a ,  
¢~¢~_~ = a ~--- 1, C~k ~-¢k-~ = -2a,  
-2g 'e(¢~_t  +¢pk) + ~/-¢~_,q~ = -2(1  - (k  - 1 )a) ( -2a)+4(a  2 -  ~) 
= -4[ tk  - 1)a 2 - a + 1 - a 2] = -4 ( (k  -2 )a  2 + 1 - a) <0.  
This concludes the proof of Theorem A1. 
1Lemma A2. I f  M is symmetric, positive deIinite and 
M~ M~z'~ /Q = -M;2  M2 ] '  M = /~[12 M2] '  
Then either [ 'M-~f>~f 'M~I f+? 'M2~f  or [' IQ-~f>~f'M-{~fl+f'M2~f where f '=  
Proof. 
--FE-- | ~ 
\ -E - IF  E-1 ] 
where E = M2-M' I2M~IMI2 and F= M~lMi2 .
In/Q-1 the only difference is that instead of -F  we have F. So if - f ' FE - l f<0,  
take /Q-I. Now f 'FE-tF'[ '>~O and 
X I"~X X M2X 
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implying 
Hence  the result. 
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